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Sofisticated and demanding design refers to expertise. Higher and higher 
graphical standard is the need nowdays that is not a coincidence: the brand 

is the first interface the customer meets with. If the brand is clear, it raises 
trust and the customers commit themselves immediately.

Our goal at ForestillDesign is exactly this: to reflect your brand as accurately 
as possible. Nevertheless remain loyal to your own business all the time.

Design process consists of 3 steps.

1. stage - MEETING THE PROJECT
In the first steps of the process we get to know the needs and ideas.

Favourite colours and motifs help the designer to create a whole idea about 
the project. We ask  the materials in this step as well.

For printing material we require:
 - texts in editable files (doc etc.) -

 - images with the highest quality possible (best tif and 300 dpi) - 
 - logos in vectorgraphics - 

2. stage - DESIGN
First sketches and ideas are created in this stage, all based on the material 

provided in the first phase. Then we make visuals and more developed 
designs. Space is given for modifications and clarification of the guidelines.

3. stage - HANDLING 
In the final step we provide the finished graphical material ready to upload 

for your web or to print it out. Depending on the need, we can also ask price 
offers from printers we are cooperating with.

  

Process



Prices

Busienss card
single and double face

Logo

Banner
for web and print

Moving banner
from two images

Molino
single and double face

Poster
under 1,5 m x 1,5 m

Billboard
above 1,5 m x 1, 5 m

Advertising material for web
Facebook, blog, other covers

Other brand material
for pens, excercise books, etc.

Webpage layout
visual design of a webpage

Label, wrap, sticker, stamp

Design for T-shirt, uniform
design of the decoration on textile

Conversion to vector
logo, image, etc.

Catalogue, flyer

Wedding collection

Photo editing
retouching, contrast correction, cutting, etc.

NEW VERSION
NEW CORRECTION

20 €

50 €

from 30 €
depending on complexity

15 € / image
in gif

from 30 €
depending on complexity

40 €

50 €

20 €

20 €

30 € / menu layout

30-80 €
depending on complexity

15-100 €
depending on complexity

20-50 €
depending on complexity

on the next pages

on the next pages

10-50 €
depending on complexity

75% of the original price

30% of the original price

  



Prices - catalogue

Cover
outer pages in 1 version

(2 pages, 1 correction)

Inside pages
in 1 version

(1 page, 1 correction)

New version 
(cover)

New version
(inner pages)

New correction
cover, inner pages

Flyer

50 €

10 € / page

30 €

7 € / page

5 € / page

10 € / page

Prices - branding

1. KIT
choosing of colours and motifs

+ logo + business card

2. KIT
choosing of colours and motifs

+ logo + business card + 1 brand material

3. KIT
choosing of colours and motifs

+ logo + business card + 1 brand material
+layout of webpage

(max. 5 menu layouts)

80 €

120 €

200 €

  



Prices - wedding

Wedding announcement

Wedding invitation

Small card invitation 

Seating cards
100 persons

Menu
single and double face

Wine/brandy wrap

Wedding photoalbum

NEW VERSION
NEW CORRECTION

50 €

50 €

20 €

40 €

50 €

40 €

20 €

75% of the original price

30% of the original price

  



Delivery and payment

DELIVERY AND PAYMENT:

Digital material:

- payment in advance by transfer - payment in advance by 50% of the price 
by bank transfer
- payment in advance by transfer - payment in advance of the whole price by 
bank transfer
- payment by transfer - after delivery - under 100 €

Product shipping:

Hungary: via Hungarian Post - 1100 Ft / 3,50 €
Slovakia: via Slovak Post - 3,50 €
Other: via Slovak Post - depending on destination

  



info@forestilldesign.com

+421 908 080 451
www.forestilldesign.com


